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This video discusses and analyzes the Current Ratio, one of my FREE
videos on Liquidity and Profitability Ratios which include:
Current Ratio, Quick Ratio, Cash Ratio, Profit Margin, ROI Return on
Investment, ROA Return on Assets, ROE Return on Equity, P/E Price
Earnings Ratio, and Market to Book Ratio.
After these, you can check out my next videos on MBAbullshit.com
“Financial Leverage Ratio Critical Analysis” which includes:
Total Debt Ratio, Debt-Equity Ratio, Equity Multiplier, Times-Interest
Earned Ratio, Cash Coverage Ratio
“Turnover Ratios Critical Analysis” which includes:
Inventory Turnover, Day’s Sales in Inventory, Receivables Turnover,
Day’s Sales in Receivables, Payables Turnover, Ave. Days to Pay, and
Total Asset Turnover
www.MBAbullshit.com

Now, let’s start with a story… ABC company has $1,000 in current assets
and $800 in current liabilities.
What are “current” assets/liabilities?
Convertible to cash within the next 12 months!
What is its Current Ratio?

Current Ratio =

$1,000
$800

= 1.25

What does this mean?
www.MBAbullshit.com

What does this mean?
1) The company has 1.25 X the amount of current assets to pay for its
current liabilities
2) Or, in another way, the company has an excess of 25% in current
assets to pay for its current liabilities. (1.25 means 25% more)
3) Indicates that the company will not have any trouble paying its debt
for the next 12 months. The current assets are more than the current
liabilities for the next 12 months.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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If Current Ratio is higher than 1, why is this good?
It’s good for creditors (ex. banks which loan them money which need to
be paid back within the next 12 months)
*If Current Ratio is less than 1, that means negative Net Working Cap.
Therefore, Current Ratio of “1.0” is the “threshold”.
If Current Ratio is higher than 1, why is this bad?
It may indicate “inefficiency” in using short-term assets.
Why? If you are a stock/shareholder or owner, you want ABC company
to earn you profit using as little assets as reasonably possible. If
there’s “excess” assets, you’ll want ABC company to either (1) give it
back to you as the owner since ABC “isn’t using it anyway”, or (2) invest it
in other projects, etc. to earn more profit.
www.MBAbullshit.com

The opposite is also true:
If Current Ratio is lower than 1, why is this bad?
It’s bad for creditors (ex. banks which loan them money which need to
be paid back within the next 12 months)
If Current Ratio is lower than 1, why is this good?
It may indicate “efficiency” in using short-term assets.
Why? If you are a stock/shareholder or owner, you want ABC company
to earn you profit using as little assets as reasonably possible.

www.MBAbullshit.com

What are the flaws of using this ratio? #1
A high Current Ratio may give a false sense of security to creditors by
treating all current assets/liabilities equally.
Ex. Your company has little or zero cash, but has:
Current Assets: Accounts Receivable $105 to be collected in 11 months.
Current Liabilities: Accounts Payable $23 to be paid NEXT MONTH.
Your Current Ratio is an “ultra-healthy” 4.57
*(way, way higher than 1)
But next month, this company will be TOAST!
www.MBAbullshit.com
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What are the flaws of using this ratio? #2
A low Current Ratio may give a false sense of danger.
Ex. Your company has little or zero cash, but has:
Current Assets: Accounts Receivable $105
Current Liabilities: Accounts Payable $100.
Looks like this company has a “dangerously low” Current Ratio of 1.05
(just above the 1.0 threshold) and could be toast very soon.
But what if… Company has a huge and ready “line of credit” from banks?

www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #1:
Compare to historical Current Ratios of your company
- If your Current Ratio is higher now than last years’, then either (a)
you’re in a more stable or less risky debt situation than before, or (b)
you’re more inefficient now than before in managing assets, or (c) both
of the above.
- If your Current Ratio is lower now than last years’, then either (a)
you’re in a more risky debt situation than before, or (b) you’re more
efficient now than before in managing assets, or (c) both of the above.

www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #2:
Compare your Current Ratio to that of companies in similar industry
- If your Current Ratio is higher than similar companies’, then either (a)
you’re in a more stable or less risky debt situation them, or (b) you’re
more inefficient them in managing assets, or (c) both of the above.
- If your Current Ratio is lower than similar companies’, then either (a)
you’re in a more risky debt situation than them, or (b) you’re more
efficient than them in managing assets, or (c) both of the above.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Before this video, you should already understand the words
and concepts found in Financial Statements:
Balance Sheet
Income Statement
You should have already watched my other FREE video on
Current Ratio.
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This video discusses and analyzes the Quick Ratio, one of my FREE
videos on Liquidity and Profitability Ratios which include:
Current Ratio, Quick Ratio, Cash Ratio, Profit Margin, ROI Return on
Investment, ROA Return on Assets, ROE Return on Equity, P/E Price
Earnings Ratio, and Market to Book Ratio.
After these, you can check out my next videos on MBAbullshit.com
“Financial Leverage Ratios Critical Analysis” which includes:
Total Debt Ratio, Debt-Equity Ratio, Equity Multiplier, Times-Interest
Earned Ratio, Cash Coverage Ratio
“Turnover Ratios Critical Analysis” which includes:
Inventory Turnover, Day’s Sales in Inventory, Receivables Turnover,
Day’s Sales in Receivables, Payables Turnover, Ave. Days to Pay, and
Total Asset Turnover

Now, let’s start with a story… ABC company has $1,000 in current assets
and $800 in current liabilities. $100 of the current assets is inventory.
What is its Quick Ratio?

Quick Ratio =

$1,000-$100 = 1.125
$800

Similar to Current Ratio, but what’s the benefit of subtracting
inventory?
-Often considered less liquid than other current assets; not as easily
converted to cash
-Could be lost, outdated, or damaged
www.MBAbullshit.com

What does our 1.125 Quick Ratio mean?
1) The company has 1.125 X the amount of “quick” assets to pay for its
current liabilities. (Can “quickly” be turned into cash, or is already cash)
2) Or, in another way, the company has an excess of 12.5% in “quick”
assets to pay for its current liabilities. (12.5 means 12.5% more)
3) Indicates that the company will not have any trouble paying its debt
for the next 12 months. The “quick” assets are more than the current
liabilities for the next 12 months.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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If Quick Ratio is “high”, why is this good?
It’s good for creditors (ex. banks which loan them money which need to
be paid back within the next 12 months)
If Quick Ratio is “high”, why is this bad?
It may indicate “inefficiency” in using short-term assets.
Why? If you are a stock/shareholder or owner, you want ABC company
to earn you profit using as little assets as reasonably possible. If
there’s “excess” assets, you’ll want ABC company to either (1) give it
back to you as the owner since ABC “isn’t using it anyway”, or (2) invest it
in other projects, etc. to earn more profit.
-Could also signal “lack of inventory” to reach demand.
www.MBAbullshit.com

The opposite is also true:
If Quick Ratio is low, why is this bad?
It’s bad for creditors (ex. banks which loan them money which need to
be paid back within the next 12 months)
If Quick Ratio is low, why is this good?
It may indicate “efficiency” in using short-term assets (other than
inventory).
Why? If you are a stock/shareholder or owner, you want ABC company
to earn you profit using as little assets as reasonably possible.
www.MBAbullshit.com

What are the flaws of using this ratio? #1
A high Quick Ratio may give a false sense of security to creditors by
treating all current assets/liabilities equally.
Ex. Your company has little or zero cash, but has:
Current Assets - Inventory = $105 which can be converted to cash
after 11 months.
Current Liabilities: Accounts Payable $23 to be paid NEXT MONTH.
Your Quick Ratio is a high and “ultra-healthy” 4.57
But next month, this company will be TOAST!
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What are the flaws of using this ratio? #2
A low Quick Ratio may give a false sense of danger.
Ex. Your company has little or zero cash, but has:
Current Assets - Inventory = $105
Current Liabilities: Accounts Payable $100.
Looks like this company has a “dangerously low” Quick Ratio of 1.05 and
could be toast very soon.
But what if… Company a big line of credit with banks and/or has very
fast-moving & good-quality inventory anyway ?
www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #1:
Compare to historical Quick Ratios of your company
- If your Quick Ratio is higher now than last years’, then either (a)
you’re in a more stable or less risky debt situation than before, or (b)
you’re more inefficient now than before in managing assets, or (c) both
of the above.
- If your Quick Ratio is lower now than last years’, then either (a) you’re
in a more risky debt situation than before, or (b) you’re more efficient
now than before in managing assets, or (c) both of the above.

www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #2:
Compare your Quick Ratio to that of companies in similar industry
- If your Quick Ratio is higher than similar companies’, then either (a)
you’re in a more stable or less risky debt situation them, or (b) you’re
more inefficient them in managing assets, or (c) both of the above.
- If your Quick Ratio is lower than similar companies’, then either (a)
you’re in a more risky debt situation than them, or (b) you’re more
efficient than them in managing assets, or (c) both of the above.
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Before this video, you should already understand the words
and concepts found in Financial Statements:
Balance Sheet
Income Statement
You also should have already watched my other FREE video
on Current Ratio
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This video discusses and analyzes the Cash Ratio, one of my FREE
videos on Liquidity, Profitability, & Market Value Ratios including:
Current Ratio, Quick Ratio, Cash Ratio, Profit Margin, ROI Return on
Investment, ROA Return on Assets, ROE Return on Equity, P/E Price
Earnings Ratio, and Market to Book Ratio.
After these, you can check out my next videos on MBAbullshit.com
“Financial Leverage Ratios Critical Analysis” which includes:
Total Debt Ratio, Debt-Equity Ratio, Equity Multiplier, Times-Interest
Earned Ratio, Cash Coverage Ratio
“Turnover Ratios Critical Analysis” which includes:
Inventory Turnover, Day’s Sales in Inventory, Receivables Turnover,
Day’s Sales in Receivables, Payables Turnover, Ave. Days to Pay, and
Total Asset Turnover

Now, let’s start with a story… ABC company has $200 in cash and $800
in current liabilities.
What is its Cash Ratio? Simple!

Cash Ratio = $200 = 0.25
$800
Similar to Current Ratio, but only compare CASH with Current Liabilities.
(Instead of all Current Assets to Current Liabilities)
Why?
You can’t easily use all current assets to pay your debts.
But you can pay debts with Cash RIGHT NOW.
www.MBAbullshit.com

What does our 0.25 Cash Ratio mean?
1) The company has 0.25X the amount of cash RIGHT NOW to pay for
its liabilities due within the next 12 months.
2) Or, in another way, the company has enough cash to pay for 25% of
all liabilities due within the next 12 months.
3) Indicates that the company will not have any trouble paying 25% of
its debt for the next 12 months. The cash is more than the current
liabilities for the next 12 months.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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If Cash Ratio is “high”, why is this good?
It’s good for creditors (ex. banks which loan them money which need to
be paid back within the next 12 months)
If Cash Ratio is “high”, why is this bad?
It may indicate “inefficiency” in using Cash.
Why? If you are a stock/shareholder or owner, you want ABC company
to earn you profit using as little cash as reasonably possible. If there’s
“excess” cash, you’ll want ABC company to either (1) give it back to you
as the owner since ABC “isn’t using it anyway”, or (2) invest it in other
projects, etc. to earn more profit.
-Could also signal inability to expand/grow, company “stagnation”.
www.MBAbullshit.com

The opposite is also true:
If Cash Ratio is low, why is this bad?
It’s bad for creditors (ex. banks which loan them money which need to
be paid back within the next 12 months)
If Cash Ratio is low, why is this good?
It may indicate “efficiency” in using cash.
Why? If you are a stock/shareholder or owner, you want ABC company
to earn you profit using as little cash as reasonably possible.

www.MBAbullshit.com

What are the flaws of using this ratio? #1A
A high Cash Ratio may give a false sense of optimism to creditors by
not looking at the nature of the cash.
Ex. Your company has a LOT of cash because it has huge bank loans
with expensive interest… which the company should be using for
profitable projects (but which it isn’t).
You may have enough cash to pay for short-term debts, but these
expensive loans will have a strong negative impact on profitability…
which is BAD for (longer term) creditors.
Company can go “bankrupt” if total liabilities are near total assets, even
if enough cash to pay short term liabilities. Short-term creditors
still get burned!
www.MBAbullshit.com
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What are the flaws of using this ratio? #1B
A high Cash Ratio may give a false sense of optimism to creditors by
not looking at the nature of the cash.
Some companies may have a lot of cash, but can lose it very quickly or
“burn cash”.
Ex. A company with very high salaries to pay.
Unpaid salaries for the rest of the year might not be considered a
“current liability” because the employees’ work hasn’t been performed
yet.
But you can be sure that the huge cash outflow WILL happen in the
near term.
www.MBAbullshit.com

What are the flaws of using this ratio? #2
A low Cash Ratio may give a false sense of danger.
Ex. Your company has little or zero cash, but has a ready line-of-credit
anyway.

www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #1:
Compare to historical Cash Ratios of your company
- If your Cash Ratio is higher now than last years’, then either (a) you’re
in a more stable or less risky debt situation than before, or (b) you’re
more inefficient now than before in managing assets, or (c) both of the
above.
- If your Cash Ratio is lower now than last years’, then either (a) you’re
in a more risky debt situation than before, or (b) you’re more efficient
now than before in managing assets, or (c) both of the above.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Traditional Analysis #2:
Compare your Cash Ratio to that of companies in similar industry
- If your Cash Ratio is higher than similar companies’, then either (a)
you’re in a more stable or less risky debt situation them, or (b) you’re
more inefficient them in managing assets, or (c) both of the above.
- If your Cash Ratio is lower than similar companies’, then either (a)
you’re in a more risky debt situation than them, or (b) you’re more
efficient than them in managing assets, or (c) both of the above.
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This video discusses and analyzes the ROA, one of my FREE videos on
Liquidity and Profitability Ratios which include:
Current Ratio, Quick Ratio, Cash Ratio, Profit Margin, ROI Return on
Investment, ROA Return on Assets, ROE Return on Equity, P/E Price
Earnings Ratio, and Market to Book Ratio.
After these, you can check out my next videos on MBAbullshit.com
“Financial Leverage Ratio Critical Analysis” which includes:
Total Debt Ratio, Debt-Equity Ratio, Equity Multiplier, Times-Interest
Earned Ratio, Cash Coverage Ratio
“Turnover Ratios Critical Analysis” which includes:
Inventory Turnover, Day’s Sales in Inventory, Receivables Turnover,
Day’s Sales in Receivables, Payables Turnover, Ave. Days to Pay, and
Total Asset Turnover
www.MBAbullshit.com

Now, let’s start with a story… ABC company has $1,000 in Net Income
per year and $4,000 in Assets
What is its Return on Assets or ROA?

ROA = $1,000 = 0.25 or 25%
$4,000
What does this mean?
www.MBAbullshit.com

What does this mean?
1) For every $100 the company has in Assets, it makes $25 in profit.
2) Therefore, a higher ROA is considered “better”.
3) Higher ROA indicates the company is more efficient in using assets
to generate profit.
4) Lower ROA indicates the company is less efficient in using assets to
generate profit.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Important flaws in using this ratio:
1) A high ROA does not necessarily mean high Cash Flow
Remember: Financial managers prefer Cashflow over “Profit”
Ex. Your company might have a ROA because of high “accrued” sales
and not cash sales; and/or may be paid the cash too far into the
future.
2) Low ROA may be the result of previous years’ intense profitability,
and you’re just taking a “breather” for this year…
3) Asset value is based on Book Value, not real Market Value.

www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #1:
Compare to historical ROA of your company
- If your ROA is higher now than last years’, then it indicates better
efficiency than before in using assets to generate profit.
- If your ROA is lower now than last years’, then this indicates less
efficiency than before in using assets to generate profit.

www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #2:
Compare ROA to other similar companies
- If your ROA is higher than theirs, then it indicates better efficiency
than them in using Assets to generate Profit.
- If your ROA is lower than theirs, then this indicates less efficiency
than them in using Assets to generate Profit.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Now, let’s start with a story… ABC company has $1,000 in Net Income
per year and $3,000 in Equity
What is its Return on Equity or ROE?

ROE =

$1,000 = 0.33 or 33%

$3,000
What does this mean?
www.MBAbullshit.com

What does this mean?
1) For every $100 the company’s owners have in Equity, it makes $33 in
profit.
2) Therefore, a higher ROE is considered “better”.
3) Higher ROE indicates the company is more efficient in giving more
profit to the company’s owners compared to owners’ investment
4) Lower ROE indicates the company is less efficient in giving more
profit to the company’s owners compared to owners’ investment

www.MBAbullshit.com

Important flaws in using this ratio:
1) A high ROE does not necessarily mean high Cash Flow
Remember: Financial managers prefer Cashflow over “Profit”
Ex. Your company might have a ROE because of high “accrued” sales and
not cash sales; and/or may be paid the cash too far into the future.
2) Low ROE may be the result of high asset value from previous years’
intense profitability, and you’re just taking a “breather” for this
year…
3) Equity is based on Asset Value’s Book Value, not real Market Value
4) Owner’s actual investment may be based on Stock Value, not simply
Assets – Liabilities.
www.MBAbullshit.com
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Traditional Analysis #1:
Compare to historical ROE of your company
- If your ROE is higher now than last years’, then it indicates the
company is this year better at creating profit for its owners compared
to their personal investment.
- If your ROE is lower now than last years’, then this indicates the
company is this year is not as good at creating profit for its owners
compared to their personal investment.
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Traditional Analysis #2:
Compare ROE to other similar companies
- If your ROE is higher than theirs, then it indicates better ability of
your company to give profit to owners compared to owners’ investment.
- You’re giving them a “better deal” than other companies.
- If your ROE is lower than theirs, then this indicates better ability of
your company to give profit to owners compared to owners’ investment.
- You’re giving them a “worse deal” than other companies

www.MBAbullshit.com

Important tips in using this ratio:
1)To increase ROE, a Financial Manager can “manipulate” by simply
reducing equity by increasing debt proportion (Equity = Assets –
Liabilities).
However, increased debt will increase interest expense, and may
therefore reduce profit (and ROE) in the longer term.
2) Increasing ROE by increasing debt also increases risk of the
company.
*(To go deeper on this, you may check out my other videos “CAPM” and
“Beta Levered vs. Unlevered”on MBAbullshit.com).
The increase in ROE may not be worth the increase in this risk.
www.MBAbullshit.com
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This video discusses and analyzes the Profit Margin, one of my FREE
videos on Liquidity and Profitability Ratios which include:
Current Ratio, Quick Ratio, Cash Ratio, Profit Margin, ROI Return on
Investment, ROA Return on Assets, ROE Return on Equity, P/E Price
Earnings Ratio, and Market to Book Ratio.
After these, you can check out my next videos on MBAbullshit.com
“Financial Leverage Ratio Critical Analysis” which includes:
Total Debt Ratio, Debt-Equity Ratio, Equity Multiplier, Times-Interest
Earned Ratio, Cash Coverage Ratio
“Turnover Ratios Critical Analysis” which includes:
Inventory Turnover, Day’s Sales in Inventory, Receivables Turnover,
Day’s Sales in Receivables, Payables Turnover, Ave. Days to Pay, and
Total Asset Turnover

Now, let’s start with a story… ABC company has $1,000 in Net Income
and $2,000 in Sales.
What is its Profit Margin?

Profit Margin =

$1,000
$2,000

= 0.5 or 50%

What does this mean?
www.MBAbullshit.com

What does this mean?
1) Every time the company makes $100 in sales, it makes $50 in profit.
2) Therefore, a higher Profit Margin is usually considered “better”.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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What are the flaws of using this ratio? #1
Some companies can have a very low profit margin, but still be very
profitable.
Ex. Walmart: Low profit margin but huge volume… and huge profit in
the end.
If Walmart were to increase profit margin, their prices would go up and
they would lose volume… and probably become not profitable.

www.MBAbullshit.com

What are the flaws of using this ratio? #2
A high profit margin does not necessarily mean high Cash Flow
Remember: Financial managers prefer Cashflow over “Profit”
Ex. Your company might have a high profit margin because of “accrued”
sales and not cash sales; and/or may be paid the cash far into the
future.

www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #1:
Compare to historical Profit Margin of your company
- If your Profit Margin is higher now than last years’, then it might
indicate better cost and expense management than before and/or a
more profitable company.
- If your Profit Margin is lower now than last years’, then this might
indicate lousier cost and expense management than them and/or a less
profitable company.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Traditional Analysis #2:
Compare to Profit Margin of other similar companies
- If your Profit Margin is higher than theirs, then it might indicate
better cost and expense management than them and/or a more
profitable company.
- If your Profit Margin is lower than theirs, then this might indicate
lousier cost and expense management than them and/or a less
profitable company.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Now, let’s start with a story… ABC company’s Net Income last year is
$1,000 and there are 100 shares “outstanding”.
What is its EPS Earnings Per Share?
Super Simple!

EPS = $1000 = $10
100
What does this mean?
Every share earns a $10/yr. profit (not dividend!)
www.MBAbullshit.com

Good or Bad?
Generally:
A low EPS is bad, because it means less earnings/money for
shareholders!
A high EPS is good, because it means more earnings/money for
shareholders.

www.MBAbullshit.com

Major Flaw with this ratio:
The EPS is a very incomplete indicator… doesn’t take into account the
price of the stock or the owner’s investment.
Do you prefer EPS of $100 or $1?
Of course, $100!
What if a $1 million stock has an EPS of $100,
… and a $2 stock has an EPS of $1?
Which one would you choose?
See!
www.MBAbullshit.com
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Traditional Analysis #1:
Compare to historical EPS of your company
- If your EPS is higher now than last years’, then it indicates that your
company is more profitable than before.
- If your EPS is lower than last years’, then it indicates that your
company less profitable than before.
IMPORTANT: This only works if your company hasn’t had any Stock
Splits, Stock Dividends, Share Repurchases, or similar!
*For more on this, see my other videos on MBAbullshit.com
www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #2:
Compare EPS to other similar companies
Oops!
This analysis will only work if the Market Price Per Share is exactly the
same for the similar companies!
But that never happens!
Better to use the P/E Ratio instead!

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Now, let’s start with a story… ABC company’s share price in the open
market is $100 and the “Book Value” per share is $80.
What is its Market to Book Ratio?

Market to Book Ratio= $100 = 1.25
What does this mean?

$80

ABC is selling for 1.25X its Book Value.

www.MBAbullshit.com

Good or Bad?
1) A low Market To Book Ratio (maybe even lower than 1) can be good,
because it means the stock is selling for “cheap”. In theory, an investor
could buy a stock at its market value of, ex., $10 and sell the stock’s
assets (and pay liabilities) and get its Book Value of $12 for a profit.
2) A low Market To Book Ratio can be bad, because… “Why is it selling
cheap”?
3) A high Market to Book Ratio can be bad, because it’s “expensive” and
not good value for investors.
4) A high Market to Book Ratio can be good, because… “Why are people
willing to buy it expensive?”
www.MBAbullshit.com

Major Flaw with this ratio:
The Book Value may not really be based on the actual value of the
company’s assets if these assets were to be sold/liquidated.
The value of these assets are from values in the accounting “books”
which is acquisition price less depreciation…
Depreciated price does not necessarily reflect actual selling/liquidation
price.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Traditional Analysis #1:
Compare to history of your company
- If it is higher now than last years’, then it indicates that your company
is “more expensive” than before. This could indicate lousier value to
investors or it could indicate good forecasts.
- If it is lower than last years’, then it indicates that your company is
“cheaper” than before. This could indicate better value to investors or
it could indicate bad forecasts.

www.MBAbullshit.com

Traditional Analysis #2:
Compare it to other similar companies
- If it is higher than theirs, then it indicates that your company is
relatively more expensive than theirs based on book value. This could
indicate bad value to investors or good forecasts.
- If it is lower than theirs, then it indicates that your company is
relatively cheap compared to theirs based on book value. This could
indicate good value or bad forecasts.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Now, let’s start with a story… ABC company’s share price in the open
market is $100 and last year’s earnings were $10 per share.
What is its Price Earnings Ratio P/E?

P/E =

$100 = 10

$10
What does this mean?
ABC is selling for 10X earnings.
www.MBAbullshit.com

Good or Bad?
1) A low P/E can be good, because it means the stock is selling for
“cheap”, and is good value investors
2) A low P/E is can be bad, because… “Why is it selling cheap”?
3) A high P/E can be bad, because it’s “expensive” and not good value
for investors.
4) A high P/E can be good, because… “Why are people willing to buy it
expensive?”
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Traditional Analysis #1:
Compare to historical P/E of your company
- If your P/E is higher now than last years’, then it indicates that your
company is “more expensive” than before. This could indicate lousier
value investors or it could indicate good earnings estimates.
- If your P/E is lower than last years’, then it indicates that your
company is “cheaper” than before. This could indicate better value to
investors or it could indicate bad earnings forecasts.

www.MBAbullshit.com
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Traditional Analysis #2:
Compare P/E to other similar companies
- If your P/E is higher than theirs, then it indicates that your company
is relatively more expensive than theirs based on earnings. This could
indicate bad value to investors or good forecasts.
- If your P/E is lower than theirs, then it indicates that your company is
relatively cheap compared to theirs based on earnings. This could
indicate good value or bad forecasts.
- Better indicator: “Forward P/E”
www.MBAbullshit.com
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Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM):

Ke = Rf + B (Rm-Rf)
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Ex.
+6%
only!
Medium
Risk
or

“risk
premium”

Higher
Risk

(i.e. prize)

?

“systematic
risk”

No
risk, or
“risk
free”

Earn
2%

2%

“riskfree
rate”

Total =
8%

“Cost of Equity”

Ke
*Only 1 variable!
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Ex.
+6%
only!
“risk

Higher
Risk

Ke = Rf + B (Rm?
-Rf)
Medium
Risk
or

premium”
(i.e. prize)

“systematic
risk”

No
risk, or
“risk
free”

Earn
2%

2%

“riskfree
rate”

Total =
8%

“Cost of Equity”

Ke
*Only 1 variable!
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Higher
Risk
+6%
“risk

(Ex. 10%
higher
risk)

premium”

No
risk, or
“risk
free”

?

Ke = Rf + B (Rm-Rf)
Earn
2%
“riskfree
rate”

Rf

Medium
Risk
or

“systematic
risk”

2%

Total =
8%

Rm

B

Ke
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What is B ?
“Beta”

www.MBAbullshit.com

-Way to measure risk using “volatility” compared to a
commonly used system (ex. the general stock market)
Example: If the beta of stock Google (GOOG) is 1.1,
then that means when the general stock market goes up
by 20%, then GOOG will go up by around 22%
-If Beta is higher: then maybe higher profit, but also
higher risk

www.MBAbullshit.com

+6%
“risk

Higher
Risk;
(Ex. 10%
higher)

premium”

No
risk, or
“risk
free”

?

Ke = Rf + B (Rm-Rf)

Earn
2%
“riskfree
rate”

Rf

Medium
Risk
or

“systematic
risk”

2%

Total =
8%

Rm

B

Ke

Rf = 2% or 0.02 (not 0.2, which is 20%!)
Rm = 8% or 0.08
B = 1.10

www.MBAbullshit.com

(meaning 10% more volatile or 10% higher risk)

Ke = Rf + B (Rm-Rf)
Ke = 0.02 + 1.1(0.08-0.02)
Ke= 0.086 or 8.6% (cost of equity)
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Ke= 8.6% (cost of equity)

www.MBAbullshit.com

Does this mean that the return/profit will be 8.6%?
No!!!
-“Required” return !!!
-How to compute Beta?

Beta Computation ?
Bullshit!

Beta
Computation
(for CAPM)
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Scary Formula!!!
B=

www.MBAbullshit.com

∑ (X - Ⓧ) (Y - Ⓨ)

or

Cov (Rm,Rj)
Var (Rm)

∑ (X - Ⓧ)2

www.MBAbullshit.com

Situation
(Ex. only)

Stock Index
Return (x)

Stock Return
(y)

(X - Ⓧ)

Growth

+2

+6

1.8

5.4

Depression

-5

-10

-5.2

-10.6

Stagnation

-1

+7

-1.2

6.4

Recession

-2

-6

-2.2

-6.6

+6

6.8

5.4

Boom

+7
Ave. X or Ⓧ
= 0.2

B=

∑ (X - Ⓧ) (Y - Ⓨ)
∑ (X -

Ⓧ)2

(Y - Ⓨ)

Ave. Y or Ⓨ
= 0.6

or

Cov(Rm,Rj)
Var(Rm)

(X - Ⓧ) *
(Y - Ⓨ)
9.72

3.24

55.12

27.04

-7.68
14.52
36.72
Sum = 108.4

108.4
=

82.8

(X - Ⓧ)2

=

1.44
4.84
46.24
Sum = 82.8

1.31

Note: (-) x (-) = (+)
*square is always (+)
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So did you find these notes helpful?

Did they help you go through the videos much
faster without irritating, time-wasting rewinds,
replays, and note taking?

Hope it helped!

Is it already passed your deadline for you to get the
full set of lecture notes at my super discount? To
check, click here or go to

http://mbabullshit.com/blog/vidotoc/

Wish you the BEST of the BEST in your studies!

